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ABSTRACT

An essential requirement of justice is that it should be dispensed as quickly as possible. It is a well-known adage that, “justice delayed is justice denied”. However, delay in litigation is equally proverbial and though it may sound paradoxical, the fact remains that the very provisions of the Code, which are designed to facilitate smooth and speedy trial of cases, are misused and abused which causes delay in disposing cases indefinitely and ultimate success in the cause often proves illusory. The result is obvious, that cases pile up and huge arrears accumulate in all courts. Since no law intends to increase difficulties, but to ameliorate them; loopholes in law cannot be said to be only responsible for delay in disposal and increases number of suits but may be said to be responsible for expanding scope of technicalities which in essence, influence the parties to take advantage of such technicalities with intent to cause delay in the disposal of suits. The present procedure with existing loopholes is not able enough in coping with the present difficulties arising out of technicalities and of intentional delays and practical barriers. So there is an urgent need to moderate the present procedure of administration of civil justice. Moreover, procedure is the handmaid of justice; it is to be used so as to advance the cause of justice and not to thwart it. This paper aims at identifying these causes for delay in disposal of civil cases and suggests remedial measures.
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INTRODUCTION

Delay in our judiciary has reached a point where it has become a factor of injustice, a violator of human rights. Praying for justice, the parties become part of a long, protracted and torturing process, not knowing when it will end. Where it should take one to two years for the disposal of a civil suit, a case is dragged for 10 to 15 years, or even more. By the time judgment is pronounced the need for the judgment in certain cases is no more required. Moreover, in a society of class differentiation, the lengthy process, which is adversarial and confrontational in nature, puts the economically stronger party at an advantageous position. If the judiciary functions substantively and in accordance with the procedural laws, an existing wide scope for delays, can transform it into a system which becomes procedurally hostile towards marginalized sections of our people, defeating the goals of social justice. So, suitable recommendations and suggestions are expected with a view to finding out a framework of effective administration of civil justice and a uniform system for speedy disposal of
cases. This article goes over the issues arising out of procedural loopholes that inspire virtual difficulties in the speedy disposal of suits and concentrate possible way out in order to overcome those issues.

ROOTS BEHIND THE REASONS FOR DELAYING IN DISPOSAL OF SUITS

The volume of backlog of cases, the loopholes and complexity in the procedural law and case management system and widespread corruption and malpractices are among a number of factors which delay and deny access to justice for many. The court machinery is overloaded, slow and not readily accessible to all. i The delay in civil cases can be addressed from two standpoints: one unintentional and the other intentional. Compulsory or unintentional delay occurs out of our age old legal system. There is a fertile field in the Code for a clever lawyer to prolong and protract proceedings to any length of time. ii It is an unbreakable elastic piece of legislation, which enables all piecemeal dealings in litigation. Our adversarial system of trial is mostly responsible for the delay in civil cases. On the other hand, intentional delays take place mostly by the persons who are instrumental in administration of justice and more specifically the lawyers and parties to the suit. Both the Bar and the Bench are two arms of the same machinery and unless they work harmoniously justice cannot be properly administered. iii The Law Commission of Bangladesh anxiously observed that due to delay in justice, people are starting to lose their confidence in the Judiciary, foreign investment are cutting down. iv Here, we find following grounds responsible for delayed, denied and deferred case management system in the disposal of civil suits. The grounds indicated are though not exhaustive but worth mentioning.

THE PRESENT SCENARIO OF THE CIVIL COURT

The justice delivery system in our country is time consuming and unaffordable to the poor people to some extent. The existing regime of civil suits in Bangladesh is governed by the Code of Civil Procedure enacted in 1908. Since then little change has taken place. The legal system may very well be described as admirable but at the same time slow and costly and entails an immense sacrifice of time, money and talent. The causes of backlog and delay of disposal of cases are systematic and profound. The legal system’s failure to impose the necessary discipline at different stages of trial of cases allows dilatory practice to protect the case life. A case usually takes about ten to twenty years to disposed of. It is learnt that nearly one million cases are now pending in different courts of the country. The break-up of this backlog is: 4,946 cases in the Appellate Division of the supreme court; 1,27,244 cases in the High court Division, 3,44,518 civil cases and 95,689 criminal case in the judges court and 2,96,862 cases with Magistrate courts and 99,004 cases with Metropolitan Magistrate courts. After years of controversy and frustration of the problem of administration of justice system, a new device needs to be chalked out. Though the judiciary is separated from the executive rather it is not totally free from influence of the executive. Moreover political pressure also works as a great factor to perform as usual function of the court.

DEFECTS IN THE PROCEDURAL LAW

Much of the delay occurs because the provisions of the Code of Civil Procedure are not properly observed and leaves room to escape speedy disposal. After filing the plaint, the process fee is not paid for a long time so that the summons to the defendant is not served in time. After the defendant files his appearance, his advocate often seeks long adjournments to file written statement. After the pleadings are closed, there comes the stage of producing documentary evidence before issues are settled but nobody bothers to produce documentary evidence at this stage. Little use is made of the provisions for discovery and inspection of documents and for serving interrogatories. If these provisions are properly used, the controversy between the parties can often be narrowed before the cases go for trial. However, what usually happens is that when the suit comes on for trial, the advocates sit down in the Court, open their brief case, probably for the first time, and begin laboriously to prepare lists of documents, etc. All the while the poor judge sits idly on the Bench, helplessly looking on. Countless hours are wasted in this way.
DELAYS IN SERVICE OF PROCESS OR SUMMONS
The present system of service of process or summons is defective. After filing the plaint it takes at least three to four months to issue summons or process to defendant or witness. If the defendant is clever enough and has determined to evade service of summons, he can successfully prolong the case by following up the dates and not appearing in the case for a long time to avoid the summons. A clever defendant can easily avoid service of summons by greasing palms the process-server. Under the present procedural system, the process-server is the most powerful person without being responsible for his failure to serve summons in time. This makes him shirking his work; as a result, more often summons are returned with endorsement of ‘party not found’, ‘address not known’ and most of such endorsement are bogus and not genuine. Summons is also returned for some technical reasons e.g. initial of the defendant’s father does not tally, the house number or the road numbers differ etc. Nezarat section and bench clerk (Peshkar) are mainly responsible for these unfair practice. These are supposed to be monitored by the concerned judges, but they seem to be more keen for trial ignoring this sort of procedural matters.

PRESENTATION OF PLAINT WITHOUT DOCUMENTS
According to the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 provides that where plaintiff relies upon documents in his possession or power as evidence in support of his claims, he shall produce them in Court when the plaint is presented and shall at the same time deliver the documents to be filed with plaint. But it is observed that when the summons is ordered to be served upon the defendant a copy of plaint only without copies of documents is served upon him. As a result, defendant appears in response to the summons, he seeks adjournment for filing his written statement on the ground that he has to make inspection of the documents and other issues relied upon by the plaintiff in his plaint and this usually causes unusual delay in disposal of the proceedings.

INTENTIONAL DELAY CAUSED BY THE DEFENDANT TO SUBMIT WRITTEN STATEMENT
(a) Once the defendant is served with summons, he appears before the Court. On the first appearance, the engaged lawyer of the defendant prays for time on the plea that he has just received the copy of the plaint and he has not yet gone through the concerned documents of the suit. The case is adjourned and on the next dates, the defendant’s pleader prays for time on different pleas to file written statement. The request for time is repeated until the judge interferes personally and expresses concern and this causes delay of proceedings.

(b) According to the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 binds the defendant to submit the written statement ‘at or before the first hearing or within time not exceeding two months as the Court may permit. But in most cases, the defendant intentionally does not comply with the time-limit provision for filing written statement. It is observed that numbers of frivolous applications are filed at this stage before filing written statement, which causes unnecessary delay in the disposal of proceedings.

(c) Where the defendant has no defence, he is naturally interested in prolonging the trial with a view to put off the evil day as long as possible. It is the ingenuity of the advocates in taking advantage of technicalities, which helps the defendant in such cases.

DELAY IN INTERIM MATTERS
Practical experience shows that these sorts of evil practice are done by the bench clerks in collusion with advocates clerks at the connivance of the judges and lawyers and in most cases they have tacit consent. Dearth of effective mechanism to monitor these activities is mainly responsible for these.

i. It is the fact that relief in injunction matters is consequential and is branded as the off-shoot of the main suit. The ordinary litigants, with the least knowledge of law, are emotionally encouraged in injunction. Even in ordinary land dispute, when his possession thereof, has been in the hands of opposite party, comes forward with an injunction prayer with affidavit and by showing relevant papers obtains an
ex parte injunction or show cause notice and then the chapter of fight ensues. After appearance of the defendant, written objection is submitted assailing the averments of the plaintiff. Then without adhering to the spirit under Order 39 of the Code, evidence starts in a regular fashion. During evidence hearing, adjournments of different pleas set forth by the parties. After a prolonged fight, the matter is disposed of. The aggrieved party prefers appeal and in this way, the duration of injunction continues unabated. Even assuming for the sake of argument, the plaintiff wins in the injunction matter and the main suit is decided against him, what benefit he accrues by fighting for the injunction matter.

ii. In many cases, where the plaintiff has obtained interim or ad interim relief, he is naturally interested in delaying the proceeding so that stay or injunction is continued as far as possible.

iii. It has been observed that temporary injunction lingers the suit for a long time and the party who obtains such an order often becomes disinterested in getting the original suit decided in merit and goes on enjoying fruits of such an order at the cost of other party. This long drawn battle is nothing but waste of money, time and energy.

DUAL JURISDICTIONS OF THE JUDGE
According to the Civil Courts Act, 1887 as amended in 2001 the Civil Courts are i) District Judge, ii) Additional District Judge, iii) Joint District Judge, iv) Senior Assistant Judge and v) Assistant Judge. Under the present legal system of Bangladesh, the District Judge, Additional District Judge and Joint District Judge simultaneously exercise civil and criminal functions, which is one of the most important reasons for delay in disposal of cases. It is observed that the Judge often prefers to deal with criminal cases rather than to civil matters. The reasons may be found as follows:

a. It is easy to deal with criminal matters than with civil matters, as criminal matters are less time consuming and less formal whereas civil matters very technical, formal and time consuming.

b. It has become practice that if a government witness e.g. Investigation Officer (I.O.) comes to attend criminal cases, the Court should take his evidence adjourning civil proceedings at the day.

c. The Judge has to prepare and submit to his superior authority monthly or weekly statement of judicial functions which must include a certain number of disposals irrespective of civil or criminal and failure to reach that number makes him accountable.

This prompts him to fulfil the number of disposals even with mere criminal cases. This is not rare to find a District Judge has not disposed of a single civil suit during his judgeship in the district level. Lack of guidance and monitoring on the part of High Court Division is partly responsible for this undesirable situation.

FREQUENT ADJOURNMENT OF HEARING
One of the reasons for delay in disposal of suits is readiness to grant adjournment either for Court’s own advantage or for the convenience of the parties. The liberal attitude of the Court in respect of adjournment is one of the main causes for inordinate delay as every such adjournment takes months together. As for example, at the stage of hearing and recording of deposition of the witnesses, if adjournments are frequent on the pretext of one after another, the litigant who has come to the Court with number of witnesses on number of dates would fail to get his witnesses recorded of deposition due to unexpected adjournments. This causes unusual financial loss to the litigants.

DELAY IN EXECUTION OF DECREE
In the execution stage, judgment-debtors take advantage of technicalities and adopt dilatory tactics and make application of tricks with intent to delay the execution. The entire judicial process in civil suit has been brought to disrepute by the manner and method of executing proceedings that protract over decades and others are unintentional.

DELAY CAUSED BY THE LIMITATION ACT
The Limitation Act, 1908 creates delay as it allows condonation of delay under section 5 of the Act. Though section 3 of the Limitation Act says that every suit instituted, appeal preferred, and application made, after the period of limitation shall be dismissed, although limitation has not been set up as a defence. But there are some exceptions to this
provision that are contained in sections 4 to 25. It is pertinent to mention here that section 5 of the Limitation Act is not applicable in institution of suit. Condonation of delay is mainly granted on the ground of 'sufficient cause'. This term 'sufficient cause' is so elastic that many factors can be brought within its ambit. So this provision of the Limitation Act needs to be addressed to make it time befitting.

INEFFICIENCY OF GOVERNMENTAL MACHINERY
The inefficiency of the governmental supervision has naturally been responsible for considerable delay in disposal of cases where the government is a party. The term 'government' includes State Government, statutory corporations, nationalized banks, universities and any authority which is an instrumentality or agency of the government. There is a soaring rise in litigation and also a rapid rise of writ proceedings against the government with the result that today the government is probably the biggest litigant in the country. The Judiciary is often criticised for mourning arrears of cases. What is forgotten, however, is the fact that the government itself is responsible for the major portion of delay.

CAUSES POINTED BY THE LAW COMMISSION OF BANGLADESH
The Law Commission of Bangladesh pointed out some reasons for the delay in disposal of civil cases in the subordinate Courts, which cover both procedural as well as practical loopholes. These are as follows:
(a) Abundant number of cases in the Subordinate Courts;
(b) Absence of specialized Court;
(c) Defects of procedural law;
(d) Lack of dutifulness of the Judge;
(e) Lack of effective monitoring in the judicial system;
(f) Non-cooperation of the lawyer;
(g) Problems in serving process e.g. summons, warrant etc., chance of amendment of plaint and submission of supplemental written statement and chance of prayer of unconditional interlocutory orders;
(h) Scarcity of logistics of the judges.

SUGGESTED REMEDIES
Under the present judicial system, the door of litigation is open as soon as our legal system is adversarial. Due to this system, the fruits of justice could be enjoyed only by those who could afford its costs. The Court accordingly spends its time delivering judgments on matters regarding the interests of those who are well-off. Now it has become necessary to make the administration of civil justice congenial for have-nots. Some suggestive measures are given below to be taken in to account for a healthy administration of civil justice in Bangladesh perspective:

ADMINISTRATION OF CIVIL JUSTICE SHOULD BE SEPARATED
As stated earlier, dual jurisdiction of the judges causes considerable delay in disposal of cases. A separate administration of civil justice may be a panacea in coping with the present backlogs of civil suits. This may happen in any or more of the following ways:
(a) District Judge Courts should be separated from Sessions Courts. A District Judge (including Additional and Joint District Judge) should exclusively deal with civil matters and the administration of civil justice of the District should be regulated under the superintendence and control of the District Judge.
(b) It is possible to reduce the burden of cases on regular courts by exploring the possibilities of setting up other forums where the disputes between the parties can be settled more informally and speedily. In this regard sufficient specialized Courts i.e. family Courts, commercial Courts, etc. should be set up.
(c) Separate branch of High Court Division may be set up where civil appeals etc. can be speedily disposed of. Justice Kazi Ebadul Hoque in his treatise ‘Administration of Justice in Bangladesh’ gives a statistics of work load in the Appellate Division. He says that in 1982 there was 166 civil appeals and in 2000 number of pending civil appeal rose to 3051.
(d) Number of judges should be increased and remuneration of the judges of the subordinate Courts
should be increased to attract the meritorious persons to this profession.

**EFFECTIVE PROCEDURE FOR SERVICE OF SUMMONS ETC.**
Under the present procedural system, service of summons or process is not properly effected due to procedural technicalities. Under the system, the process-server is the most powerful person in serving the summons and there is no check and watchdog over the work of process-server. Moreover, the postal system of our country is not effective enough in providing its service in time. So there is glaring need to change the present system and to incorporate a new dimension of service of summons or process. Any or more of the following steps may be taken into consideration:

i. Provisions should be incorporated to make the process-server responsible for failure of service within the time prescribed.

ii. A separate sell for service should be set up i.e. a separate department of service may be established in the *nezarat* branch which is to deal with all functions in respect of service of summons or process.

iii. Similarly a separate branch or sell for service should be set up in every *Union Parishad* wherefrom summons or process may be effectively served to the defendant or witness residing in the Union.

iv. Courier service and internet or cyber network access should be adopted in every stage of the service of summons or process.

v. Process fees should be increased to a reasonable amount in consonance with present day communication expenditure.

vi. Postal department should be instructed to give special treatment in delivering courts summons, letters, etc.

**ABOLITION OF THE PROVISION OF PROCESS FEE**
Under the rules, the Court may make order for dismissal of suit if the plaintiff does not duly deposit the process fees. Very often the defendant’s lawyer raises objection as to the valuation of the disputed property and payment of court fees. Much time is spent on hearing of the issues relating to valuation, amount of court fee and jurisdiction of the Court. Pre-trial procedure should be simple. Therefore, in order to avoid delay in issuing of process and for earlier disposal of the suit, the provision of deposit of process fees for summoning to the defendant and witnesses should be deleted. Process fees should be either to be included in the Court fees at the time of filing the suit or provided by the government.

**OPPORTUNITY FOR AMENDMENT OF PLEADINGS AND OF ADJOURNMENTS SHOULD BE LIMITED**
There should be a demarcating time within the period of which pleadings may be amended, and put a limit of stage beyond which no adjournment may be granted. No amendment should be taken place at the trial stage. No adjournment should be granted at the trial stage except on unavoidable grounds. The grounds for granting adjournment should be specified by the Supreme Court.

**MANDATORY TIME LIMIT FOR WRITTEN STATEMENT**
The time limit for filing written statement specified by the Code should be strictly followed. The Code of the Civil Procedure provides that the defendant shall present his written statement at or before the first hearing or within such time not exceeding two months as the Court may permit. But in fact, the Court grants times to file the written statement as the rule is directory. A strict time limit of two months is to be fixed for filing written statement or reply after the first date of hearing. Compliance with these provisions should be made mandatory.

The reasons underlying the above two proposals (3.4 & 3.5) may be found on the principles of public policy and expediency. To secure the quiet and repose of the community, it is necessary that the title to property, and matters of right in general, should not be in a state of constant uncertainty, doubt and suspense. The old maxim of law is *interest republicae ut sit finis litium* that the interests of the State require that there should be an end of litigation. Another consideration is that a party who is
insensible to the value of civil remedies and who
does not assert his own claim with promptitude
has little or no right to require the aid of the State
in enforcing it: - Vigilantibus et non dormientibus
jura subveniunt; the law assists the vigilant, not
those who sleep over their rights. This is the main
object of the Limitation Act.

EARLY DISPOSAL OF INTERLOCUTORY
MATTERS
Appeals or revisions against interlocutory orders
which hold up the progress of suits or proceedings in lower Courts should be given
precedence over all civil works other than that of
an especially urgent nature, and every endeavour
should be made to dispose of such appeals or
revisions quickly. A separate list should be kept
of these appeals or revisions so that they may not
be lost sight of. Delay in the disposal of appeals
or revisions in the High Court Division are not
due to any defects in procedure. The delay is
mainly due to congestion of work, which is not in
any way connected with the procedure prescribed
by Order 41 of the Code. Hence disposal of
interlocutory matters should be given priority.

FRAMING OF ISSUES IN PRESENCE OF
BOTH PARTIES
Framing of issues is Court’s duty and is also the
responsibilities of the lawyers of both parties. It is
a matter of regret that both the Court and the
lawyers of the parties handle this important matter
very lightly. The trial judge should fix a date for
settlement of issues on which lawyers of both
parties should remain present. Whatever objection
is to be taken about the form and framing of
issues, must be raised at the time when the Court
proceeds to settle the issues in the open Court. On
this date parties should be called upon to admit
documents and give exhibit numbers to the
documents, which are admitted. The party
aggrieved by the decision of the Court in framing
issues one way or other may have a right to prefer
appeal and the decision of appellate Court in such
appeal should be final.

EXAMINATION AND CROSS-EXAMINATION
ON THE SAME OR CONSECUTIVE DAY
The witnesses in attendance must be examined on the
same date and that no witness should go unexamined.
The examination-in-chief of a witness shall be
recorded on affidavit. There should be clear-cut
provision that examination-in-chief and cross-
examination of a witness must be completed on the
same day or on the consecutive day. Care must be
taken that irrelevant and inadmissible evidence
should not be recorded as it hampers expeditious
disposal of the case.

SEPARATE COURT FOR EXECUTION OF
DECREE
Trial Courts are very busy with trial proceedings and
they have no time to expend in the proceeding of
execution case. So a separate Court for execution of
decree or order should be established in every
District. To establish courts having exclusive
jurisdiction of execution the relevant laws need to be
amended.

COMPULSORY ADR MECHANISMS
The Code of Civil Procedure adopts Alternative
Dispute Remedy (ADR) mechanisms as mediation
and arbitration.xiii There are however, more other
methods of ADR mechanisms e.g. negotiation,
conciliation etc. which are not included within its
ambit. It is observed that the parties to the suit are
quite ignorant of ADR mechanisms and the advocates
are not keen to encourage their clients about ADR
owing to loss of their financial interest. ADR has
been adopted in many countries with wide acceptance
which facilitates early disposal of suits out of formal
judicial process. But through the adoption, ADR has
become a part of judicial process.
The ADR experiment in many countries reveals that
ADR is the only mechanism, which settles down the
dispute at the early stage of proceedings and prevents
lingering of suits before entering into trial stage.
ADR works like an anti-biotic against the long
process of disposal of suits. For effective ADR
mechanisms, following suggestions are given:
a. Initiation of ADR should be made mandatory for
the judge at the pre-trial stage and before the framing
of issues.
b. Separate ADR enactment with all its aspects would help the users to adopt it with full importance.

c. An ADR committee may be set up under the chairmanship of the District Judge which shall also comprise of a panel of advocates, legal aid workers, NGO personalities etc. An advocate should be rewarded for each ADR disposal conducted by him.

d. Advantages of ADR should be disseminated among peoples through mass media.

**CRO MECHANISMS**

As stated earlier, Civil Rules and Orders (CRO) regulates the official as well as private conduct of the judges and to some extent of the advocates. CRO regulates the procedures and the working system of the subordinate Courts. CRO can play an effective role in facilitating speedy and early disposal of suits. Where the disposal of suits remains hanged for long time due to statutory loopholes and amendment of statute is a time consuming formality, the CRO through its appropriate provisions may facilitate the disposal expeditiously. Because, CRO is not formulated through enactment of parliament; the Supreme Court takes the task of formulating appropriate provisions for speedy disposal of suits. CRO may be the mechanism in coping with the existing loopholes and evil technicalities in the way of early disposal of suits.

**ACCOUNTABILITY OF JUDGES**

A judge is accountable to his superior authority. The hierarchy of the Courts indicates the accountability of the judges of the subordinate Courts. The High Court Division has superintendence and control over all Courts and tribunals subordinate to it.xiv The subordination of the Courts indicates that the District Court is subordinate to the High Court Division and every Civil Court of a grade inferior to that of a District Court and every Court of Small Causes is subordinate to the High Court Division and District Court.xv Every Judge has to prepare and submit a monthly or weekly statement of his judicial functions which includes a column of disposal of suits. Any misconduct committed by a judge makes him liable to departmental proceedings under relevant service rules. The accountability provisions of a judge may be said to be good if it is properly implemented. Recommendation may, however, be considered in the following perspective:

a. Judge having dual jurisdiction i.e. civil and criminal should include a certain number or percentage of disposal of civil suits in his monthly or weekly statement, failure to which makes him liable.

b. Judge’s monthly or weekly statement should include a column of disposal of suits through ADR.

c. Regular and timely visit by the superior judicial officer over the inferior Courts may ensure the accountability of the judges of the subordinate Courts.

d. Annual Confidential Report (ACR) should be made main basis for promotion of a judge. It may also be suggested that, ACR should be considered fundamental basis for promotion for the administrative judicial posts, e.g. District Judge, Chief Judicial Magistrate, and Chief Metropolitan Magistrate etc. Ranking of merit list of a judge should not be the only basis for promotion.

**ACCOUNTABILITY OF ADVOCATES**

Unlike judges, there is little accountability provisions for advocates. The Bangladesh Bar Council is the controlling and supervisory authority which gives advocacy certificate and supervises professional conduct of the advocates. According to the Bangladesh Legal Practitioners and Bar Council Order- 1972, an advocate may be reprimanded, suspended or removed from practice if he is found guilty of professional misconduct, and the Bar Council may refer such an allegation of misconduct to the Tribunal constituted by it.xvi There are however, the little instances where an advocate had been reprimanded or suspended or removed from practice for his professional misconduct. Although there is a soaring feeling among the people that the advocates are free from accountability and once a case is handed over to them, they may conduct the case whatever way they like. In fact, there is no strong and transparent watchdog mechanism to ensure accountability of the advocates. The Bar Associations are doing nothing but to help preserve financial interests of the advocates. So, strong accountability mechanisms over the advocates are
quite expected to ensure effective administration of justice.

COMMON PEOPLE SHOULD HAVE AN EASY ACCESS TO JUSTICE
Almost all would agree that justice must be cheap and expeditious. However, in order to provide cheap and expeditious justice, it is necessary to appoint competent judges from the higher court to the lower courts. If society wants cheap and expeditious justice, it must also reward properly the competent judges. The principle that “justice must be cheap but judges expensive” is, though universally recognized, never acted upon.

CONCLUSION
Judiciary is the pivot of distributing justice among the people. A man comes to the judiciary not to lose his rights but to establish it. When a man loses his rights, he tries to recover as well as establish it by any means. Judiciary is the last resort for establishing rights of an aggrieved person. But the judiciary is not proficient enough in delivering justice because of existing defective administration of justice due to procedural as well as practical loopholes. For, people often lost their trust upon the judiciary and such a distrust creates social disorganizations. Effective attention has not yet been drawn over the deteriorating backlogs of cases derived from such social disorganizations. Unless and until the administration of justice is not framed out of complications, people will remain getting injustice in the name of justice. Huge backlog of cases is really a concern for all. If it is true that justice delayed, justice denied, it is also equally true that justice hurried, justice buried. So for the sake of speedy disposal of civil suits in particular nothing should be done without giving proper thought over its true perspective. For this purpose interaction among the judges, lawyers, academicians and other stake holders may be done occasionally in the form of seminars, symposium, workshop, round table conference etc. Because the more heads are put together, the better results are likely to come.
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